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1 Introduction

Man has been endowed with faculties that are necessary for him to carry out the responsibilities assigned to him by AllÉh. One of such faculties is thinking. It is this faculty of man that makes him essentially different from other creatures, including animals and angels. It is man’s act of thinking that shapes and reshapes his life. His ability to think includes his ability to distinguish right from wrong. And thinking on the right lines makes his life praiseworthy; thinking on the wrong lines, on the other hand, makes his life blameworthy. Thus, one of the contemporary western thinkers Baron (2008) defined thinking as a method of finding and choosing among potential possibilities, i.e., possible actions, beliefs, or personal goals.
The Qur’ān has, time and again, invited human kind to ‘think’ on every matter significant or insignificant, making use of several distinct terms that signify thinking. These include *tafakkur*, *tadabbur*, *tadhakkur*, *tafaqqih*, and *ta’aqqul*. These Qur’ānic terms do not usually carry the exactly same meanings; they signify related yet distinct modes of thinking. The application of these modes of thinking is likely to bring about great changes in human behaviour, sometimes positive when rightly applied and probably negative behaviour when wrongly applied. This paper is a humble attempt to highlight the meanings of certain Qur’ānic terms close to the import of thinking. A more significant contribution expected of this paper is the identification of potential application and impact of these terms in everyday life.

Baron (2008) had identified three modes that can be described in terms of a common framework of thinking; these are thinking about decisions, thinking about beliefs, and thinking about goals for one’s life. In our view, belief is the bases of these means of thinking. This is where Qur’ān comes in as. It provides a sound ground of belief.

Essentially, the traditions of the Prophet (peace be upon him) serves as a dictionary or an encyclopedia of the Qur’ān, where meanings and intentions of the Qur’ān are fully expressed. However, there remains much need for further scrutiny that is, the Islamic cognitive tool to explore, deliberate upon and extract new rulings in an attempt to relate and apply the Qur’ānic text to newly arising situations in everyday life. In order to scrutinise, the companions, early scholars, and contemporary scholars have had to use their sound reasoning so that the meanings and intentions of the Qur’ān could be extended to such situations as were not mentioned by the Prophet (peace be upon him). Therefore, in this paper, discussion on Qur’ānic contributions to intellectual development, followed by thinking terms as they appears in Qur’ān, and Qur’ānic taxonomy were explored.

2 The role and contributions of the Qur’ān to intellectual development

The section above indicates that Allāh challenges man several times to think. This challenge is not in isolation or without being given some instructions that may seems signifies an insight on knowing the divine’s position as to where and how such a thing could be acquire into the intellect. Thus, historical account has been the major form of intellectual reminder in the Qur’ān. The adoption of a given law and backup with a similar story which had occurred before or narrating a story which will lead to law or modification of law are almost three quarters of the Qur’ān. The reason for this is not difficult to understand; it is because human being is by nature forgetful. Based on frequent calling for thinking and reflection in the Qur’ān and, as well as elaborating and juxtaposing on similar antecedent are inevitable, and compelling in improving and enhancing the thinking of people of the message.

Reawakening through narrations by referring to physical objects which human beings can see, touch, and feel, and in order to reactivate their comprehension of the messages of the Qur’ān and as well generate knowledge such as the case of sons of Ódam (peace be upon him) which serves as message burial preparation. Additionally, the Qur’ān says, “And We have appointed the night and the day as two signs; then, We have made dark the sign of the night while We have made the sign of the day illuminating, … and that
you may know the number of years and the reckoning . . . ” al-Isrā’: 12. For we can see and perceive what is night and day, with further expression of the year, human beings have designed and deeper their expression of the uses of day and night. Similarly, concerning how deep-rooted mountains are, the Qur’ān expresses in al-Fūlūhah: 9–12 that twice as much the top of a mountain is its root, which was more recently established by contemporary scientists. These and many other examples have stimulated the thinking faculties and generated further knowledge for human being. In the field of modern biology ‘Qur’ān’ expresses that, “bones were installed in the fetus before the complete formation of the flesh” al-Mu’minūn 14. This has been an interesting research area for biologists around the world and remains one of today’s world wonders, however, search for method of installation of bone in flesh remains uncovered for modern scientists. However, through the accounts of these verses many facts about human being have emerged and developments have been made in standardising the life and, as well as curing, averting, and preventing hazards associated with human beings’ health and living.

With these examples and perhaps with many more, the importance of thinking in a linguistic form was established and relevance of the Qur’ānic terms concerning ‘thinking’ (such as ta’fakkur, tadābbur, tadākhkur, tafaqquh, tānqūqul, etc.) cannot be overemphasised. In Qur’ān calls on “the unbelievers to have not seen that the sky and the earth were joined together before, that they were separated in order to shower water on them and Allāh based all life on water […]” al-Anbiyā’: 30, is dramatic affirmation of the account given in the Qur’ān hundred years ago. From this verse and others that are mentioned here affirmed authenticities of the Qur’ān’s contribution to intellectual development. Furthermore, deliberation by modern scientific thinkers’ such as meteorologists that came after this verse had led to the development of rain gauge and other weather-forecasting systems and instruments.

Additionally, modern scientist such as Maurice and others have proved beyond reasonable doubt the scientific knowledge grounded in the Qur’ān that were modern discoveries thousand year after. Many verses in the Qur’ān have served as stimulus for human kind in their thinking process. In Qur’ān 57: 25 the account that the iron is sent down from the heaven for the benefit of human kind has been described and affirmed by modern astronomical findings that iron found in our world comes from the giant stars in outer space, all these are challenges which stimulates further thinking and advancement of the human intellects. Many accounts of self-assessment such as the movement of stars and sun, etc., affirmed by the modern physicists were given in the Qur’ān. The civilisation and intellectual development were arrived at after learning about previous generations; thus, the Qur’ān laid emphasis on reflection on the past events, in order for human beings to redesign and restructure their thinking system and every aspects of life which could lead to positive or negative result when used properly or improperly respectively. Specifically, in the Qur’ān, human beings – Muslims and non-Muslims alike – were encouraged to travel through the earth in order to explore and discover the divine laws governing the universe al’-Ankabūt 20, however, discussions always articulates to those with ability to reason.

Unconsciously, the English legal system, in 1886, negligence was defined, the key words in the definition were “doing something which a reasonable man would not do”. The reasonability of a person rests on his/her level of thinking; effective respond to a particular situation without complicating the issue at stake. Likewise, Allāh says in the Qur’ān, “[…] surely reminder of the message is for nobody except men of
comprehension” al-RaÑd: 19. Comprehension cannot be attained without thinking and proper evaluation of an event or matter as the case may be, through comprehension of the language of communication.

In view of afore mentioned examples and discussions, it is reasonable to conclude that human intellectual development has drawn upon the words of AllÉh, for every scientific development has a trace in the Qur’En; and it is known that Muhammad (peace and blessings be upon him) born and rise in the desert with formal teacher nor did any Jewish sage guided him to these pearls of knowledge. This justifies that the human kind will never exceed the finite level of their knowledge, for some of the notions in the Qur’En (such as the soul, its arrival in and departure from the body) are presently beyond the reach of modern scientific knowledge.

The relevance of the Qur’En in modern intellectual development as discussed above is not exhaustive, however, present focus will be on existing literature on ‘thinking’ in the light of the Qur’En. This will be followed by thinking terms as they appeared in Qur‘anic, which seems to be the first of its kind. Existing works have only mentioned and too often generalised the Qur‘anic terms related to thinking; attention has not been given to relation between the terms and the forms in which they work and above all, taxonomy.

Of significance are al-Rāzī’s views on thinking in the Qur‘Enic context. Al-Imām al-Rāzī, a prominent exegesis (mufassir), interpreted the word thinking and its synonyms as knowledge 6, in his commentary on al-Baqarah 31, “And He taught Adam all the names”. One may wonder about the link between knowledge and thinking from an Islamic perspective. Kamali elucidates:

“The Qur‘Enic vision of knowledge may be characterized as knowledge that is founded in understanding (fahm) and insight (tafaqquh). This is indicated in the numerous references in the text which encourage rational observation, thought, and reflection on the observable world and the universe beyond and in other words the creations of AllÉh. It is knowledge espoused with insight that the Qur‘an has visualized in its expression al-tafaqquh fi ′l-dīn, that is, understands the religion, signifying a rational and inquisitive approach to constructing a worldview of Islam. Islam, in other words, advises analytical knowledge and understanding that generate insight rather than a purely dogmatic approach.”7

In Sayyid Qutb’s view, knowledge comprises of three essential components: comprehension, interaction, and action. 8 He states, “Knowledge is complete comprehension, in the depths of soul and conscience, which is then followed by action in harmony with them”.7 It is clear that comprehension or mere understanding of anything is not knowledge, but the beginning of it. Comprehension is followed by the second stage of interaction with what is comprehended. Interaction with what is comprehended is not something superficial and informal. Interaction is rather deep and must stimulate action. Thus, the whole process of knowledge is unthinkable without the three stages: comprehension, interaction with what is comprehended, and action. With comprehension alone, knowledge is inconclusive and incomplete. A very important point can be noted here: that action is not outside the realm of knowledge; instead, it is an essential ingredient of knowledge. Realisation of knowledge leads to action. 10 This unity of thought and action implies the unity of soul and body. Comprehension and interaction with what is comprehended are done by the mind and the soul, and action is undertaken by the body.
Ibn Taymiyah\textsuperscript{11} has also elaborated the relationship between the heart and actions of human beings. He affirms that physical actions of human beings are the reflection of internal cognition. Contemplation is a stage where knowledge begins and subsequently results in the genesis of either verbal or physical actions. This internal cognition may have positive or negative impact on the heart, which can develop into permanent behaviour and attitude. Thus, behaviour is the reflection of what the heart is nurtured on; if the heart nurtured on good and the good is acted upon it becomes rewarding, as in the form of ‘\textit{ib\textsuperscript{d}ah}, otherwise it may be on the wrong which will result in punishment\textsuperscript{12}.

It is crystal clear that ‘\textit{ib\textsuperscript{d}ah} is a knowledge-based notion and practise in Islam. According to MÈlik BadrÈ, a Muslim is considered to have fulfilled his obligation and ‘\textit{ib\textsuperscript{d}ah} by thinking. Thus, his motivation to know the greatness of his God’s creation is naturally greater than the motivation of others.\textsuperscript{13} The Qur’Èn says “Among His servants, those who have knowledge truly fear AllÈh”. (FÈtir 28) In outward nature, through colour for example, we can understand and appreciate the finest shades and gradation. But in the spiritual world the variation and gradation are even more subtle and comprehensive. Who can truly understand them? Only those endowed with knowledge, i.e., those who have inner knowledge which comes through their acquaintance with the spiritual world; it is such people who truly appreciate the inner world, and it is they who know that the fear of God is the beginning of knowledge and wisdom, for such fear is akin to appreciation and love – appreciation of all the marvellous beauties of AllÈh’s outer and inner world (‘Allah is Exalted in Might’) and love for His grace and kindness (‘Oft-Forgiving’). But AllÈh’s forgiveness extends to even those who do not truly understand Him\textsuperscript{14}. This inner knowledge based on \textit{tadhakkur} leads to physical knowledge and appreciation of AllÈh’s creatures.

Baron, a contemporary western thinker and psychologist considers beliefs the major source of thinking. Beliefs, in turn, depend on knowledge; if one’s knowledge and beliefs do not correspond with reality, one’s thinking is off the mark. Accordingly, inference laid much emphasis on two main sources – the internal source, i.e., memory, and the external written sources.\textsuperscript{15} Applying this to our discourse, it implies that human beings were endowed with some knowledge even before Islam, but with the Qur’Ènic text, all ambiguities were cleared; as Baron concluded that the external sources, that is, information helps the internal source in order to achieve its goals or complete the task of thinking.

It is worth emphasising here that the term \textit{tafakkur} (thinking) is a Qur’Ènic term in its own right and is not synonymous with knowledge. Of course, there are other terms that are distinct in function, but work as a chain of events such as insight (\textit{tab\textsuperscript{a}bir}), pondering (\textit{tadabbur}), grasping (\textit{tafaqquh}), taking to heart (\textit{tadhakkur}), taking a lesson (\textit{i’tibÈr}), using one’s mind in the right way or reasoning (\textit{ta’aqqud}),\textsuperscript{16} but the term \textit{tafakkur} has been mentioned in the Qur’Èn eighteen times. In all verses in which it occurs, it is used as a verb and not as a noun, i.e., as a process and not an abstract conception.\textsuperscript{17}

\section*{3 The terminologies concerning ‘thinking’ as appeared Qur’Èn}

As evident in previous discussions, the Qur’Ènic terms for thinking are akin to ‘\textit{ilm} (knowledge). As al-RÈzÈ and other scholars have dealt with the Qur’Ènic terms of thinking, one may note that there are mainly two categories of such terms: terms treated
with a linguistic approach; terms linked to logic. In the following pages, each of these categories will be discussed.

The Arabs before Islam were regarded as very eloquent. However, the uniqueness of the Qur’anic language and terminology that characterised the word of Allâh caught them in a surprise, and surpassed their long established badoins’ literature. Thus, followings are some of the terms with linguistic and logical approaches as used in the Qur’En in relation to creative thinking and problem solving:

- \textit{Tafkîr} (thought): Is an abstract notion which was coined out of ‘fakar’ (think), however, \textit{tafakkur} (thinking) is a deliberate and systematic process of reflection. That is why the Qur’Én refers to it on multiple occasions and not just once.\textsuperscript{18} Moreover, out of its eighteen occurrences, on seventeen occasions, \textit{tafakkur} has appeared in the Qur’an in present tense and its subject is the second or third person in plural, which denotes the importance of collective thinking in Islam. We might call this collective approach as “shârī’ī (consultative) way of thinking”.\textsuperscript{19} Here, one may also suggest the practise of collective \textit{ijtihâd} and \textit{iftâ’}.

- \textit{Tadhakkur} (remembering): ‘dhikir’ which appears in the Qur’Én 292 forms and 107 derivative roots such as ‘Tadhakkar’ 1, “Tatadhakkar Én” 3, ‘Waliyatadhakhâr’ 1, ‘Yatadhakkar’ 7 times, etc. This appearance signifies the remembrance is for those who are of sound mind and wisdom. Some of these are “[…] surely He often reminds the wise” al-Ra’d: 19. Likewise, another verse says “Remember when you are small number weak on earth you afraid of oppression from people […]” al-’Ánfi: 26 the exegeses of Qur’Én unanimously agreed that the controlling verb ‘Wadhkur É’ (remember) in this verse refers to intellectual exercise not mouth. Furthermore, it signifies recalling as an abstract knowledge and as a vital tool of thinking. Additionally, the Qur’Én states the model of knowledge generation from remembrance to clear seeing “Surely those who fear (Allâh) whenever some evil group victimise them they remember thereafter they sight/see” al-Árâf: 201. Thinking process begins whenever events or an event brings one to react, create, and innovate at any point in time regardless of geographical and personality respectively. The end product of the intellectual exercise is an insight to the situation at large.

- \textit{Tabâlîlur} (insight): Originated from ‘Baîr’ which appears in Qur’Én in 148 forms and 56 derivative roots such as ‘Baîr Íra’ 2, ‘Baîr Éra’ 3, ‘BahÉra’ 2 once as object and other as genitive or word governed by preposition, etc., in some of these forms their contextual meaning shows inner knowledge directed to the heart. A direct connection between ‘Tadhakkur’ and ‘Tabâlîlur’ is evident in al- Ánfi: 201 as quoted above. It shows that some trigger before insight outer sight receives messages, i.e., transmission from mind to eyes. For example Qur’Én says “[…] this is an insight from your Lord […]” al-Ánfi: 203, which mean Allâh has bestowed on human kinds inner eyes for seeing and perceiving the truth. Similarly, another verse says “This is vision for humankinds […]” YÉsuf: 108. This could explain the shortest distance that exists between thinking organs.

- \textit{Fiqh} (grasping): This term mentioned in Qur’Én 20 forms and 6 derivative roots means taking hold of something, but its root is from the word ‘faqiha’ which means to understand, know, etc. One of the significances of this word on knowledge and
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thinking is explained in al-Tawbah: 122 which Says “Why all the believers setting out for Jihēd (spread of Islam) would there be part of them that remain with the Prophet (p.b.u.h) and understand Islam in depth so that they may return and remind their people to be careful”. It is crystal clear that the Companions know Islam very well by chosen to be one of those that spread Islam. Partly, because of the preceding verse: 120 that challenged the Medinites and their surroundings of turning away from Prophet. However, in order to clear the ambiguity between knowing and understanding, Allēh orders some of these companions to stay at home learn and understand Islam in totality so that they may return to the new entrant to Islam and teach them Islam. In other words, Allēh divided companions into two groups, those who go on Jihēd and those who stay and understand the religion so that ammunition jihēd is immediately followed by intellectual jihēd. Accordingly, it explains the next step of action after ‘tadhakur’ (remembrance), and ‘tabaÎÎur’ (inner sight) that is ‘fiqh’ understanding the real lessons, meanings, benefits, and dangers that would serve as clues to solutions. Additionally, the Qur’Én says “[…] what is wrong with this generation that could not be able to understand discussion” al-Nisē’:78. Again, It says “[…] see the manner We have execute the signs so that they may understand” al-ÑnÉm: 65.

Add to this, al-KhaÊb al-BaghdēdÊ has stated that fiqh precedes hikmah (wisdom). The Prophet (peace be upon him) had described al-faqēh (the jurist) as a well of water from which people fetch water and fill their bottles. The role of this term as a vital tool of creativity and problem solving as stated in the Qur’Én and backed up by the tradition of the Prophet (peace be upon him) cannot be overemphasised.20

• Ta‘aqul (reasoning): The term originated from the verb ‘Ñqal’. Literarily, it means ‘reasoning’. It appears in Qur’Én 49 forms and 5 derivative roots such as ‘TaÑqilÉn’ 24 times, ‘YaÑqilÉn 22 times, and ‘ÑUquluhÉ’ 1 time respectively. The significances of this term in thinking system are elucidates in Qur’Én “Is there swear in that for those that has brain” al-Fajr: 5, commentators of Qur’Én are unanimous that the word ‘×ijr’ means mind, intellect, brain, and reason because its subject matter lies on thinking and understanding of what next to come or do. In most cases this term is often use in Qur’Én to awakening the need to reason with existing and concrete facts. Example of this is “’Uffi (woe) to you and your dirty gods that you worship aside Allēh if you are not reasonable” al-AnbilīyÉ’: 67. Additionally, “Say (MuÎammad) come Kuffēr (unbelievers) I remind you what Allēh has forbidden on you […] if you are reasoning” al-AnNÉm: 151. This listed five clear evidences for the disbelievers to pound on it, that, it never in wishes of Allēh to punish you but you need to do away from the five major sins if you are wise. It is obvious that rational thinking to attain to in-depth knowledge is not only permissible but also encouraged in Islam. The principle beliefs and obligatory practises belong to this category where the human mind is allowed to explore the reasons and the facts of the matter, but to the mind’s limitations just as any other human faculty.

• Idrak (perceiving): Derived from the verb ‘Darak’ which means to realise, perceive, recognise, and know. This word appears in Qur’Én in 12 forms and 12 derivative roots such as Adrēka, Odaraka, AddērakĒ, al-Darki which refers to bottom of hell fire. Those of the places that relates to thinking or realisation of knowledge are
inform of direct question to the people in question such as “And what will make you know what the striking hour is?” al-Qā‘irah: 2. The Qur’ān has put across questions to the Prophet (peace be upon him) in such verses as “impliedly, the question here is to probe the source of knowledge of the prophet; thus, perceiving is a method of probing to know; what is the source of the particular matter by deep reflection? Similarly, “[…] until he realized he is going to perish […]” Yūnus: 90. Likewise, “[…] rather they will attain their knowledge in hereafter which they were in doubt in this world […]” al-Naml: 66. These verses reflect the various methods of realisation adopted in the Qur’ān:

1. Realisation during life time as knowledge like in the case of Prophet (p.b.u.h) and as a caveat for repentance as called for reasoning and recognition of undisputable evidences put forward by Allāh.

2. Realisation when there is no way to repent. During this period truth will be presented immediately before and after death such in the case of Firūn not until when he saw death in reality then claims to know the truth. In addition, the last verse shows that some people will never realise until the day of resurrection. Yet a message of challenging the brain to strive to realise these evidences presented by Allāh.

Therefore, it signifies the importance of life happening in realisation. Mostly, when realisation comes there will always be a result either physical or abstract to clarify ambiguity on subject matter in question.

- **Tadabbur (pondering):** It is a term derived from the verb ‘Dabbara’ which means to procure, obtain, get, and secure. It appears in Qur’ān in 21 forms and 44 derivative roots such as ‘Yatadbbar’ 4, and plural form ‘Yatadabbarān’ 2, etc. For those that relates to thinking and knowledge calls for procurement of the Qur’ān and pondering on its contents, arrangement and knowledge derived from its stories. Its contents to life reality, partly, serve as scientific method and process of creativity. To justify the uniqueness of facts in the Qur’ān, It Says “ Have you not pondered on the Qur’an (contents) were it be from person other than Allāh it would have contain many contradictions” al-Nisā’: 82. It signifies the vital role of pondering after acquisitions of facts or knowledge. Thus, have known something does not portray the real understanding of its contents. The similitude of this is holding to a scientific book at library or shelf does not affirm deep understanding or total procurement of both hard and soft substances of the book. Similarly, “The Book revealed unto thee (Prophet) full of blessings so that they may ponder on its messages/signs that shall be remembrance for the wise” Øżd: 29. This verse further clarifies earlier explanation that when an abstract knowledge is transformed to physical knowledge like signs and others there is need for securing period about the signs and messages itself to fully benefit from the peak of knowledge.

- **Discussion:** In Webster’s dictionary, the word ‘Reasoning’ means thinking coherently and logically, drawing inferences or conclusion from the facts known or assumed, and arguing or talking in a logical way. This word has many synonyms, such as deducing, establishing, proving, inferring.21

The word ta’āqquṣ and its derivatives have been mentioned in the Qur’ān 49 times.22 ‘Aql (intellect) from which the word ta’āqquṣ (reasoning) is derived denotes mostly
the ability to receive knowledge. Likewise, it also means fastening a camel with a shackle.23 The human intellect is called ‘aql in Arabic because it binds the information grasped.

Qur’anic terms have their own interpretation that transcends logic. For example, the Qur’anic term ta’aqqu’l (reasoning) is very different from the Greek philosophical perspective on reasoning which tends to use abstract reasoning, a kind of rational analysis concepts, in order to build a philosophical system, which appears to them to be theoretically convincing. However, Qur’anic reasoning combines theory and inevitable facts, above all, makes them act according to the truth such as the case of Pharaoh’s realisation of truth at drowning stage, the cadaver of Pharaoh yet remains as physical example as promised by the All Mighty in the Qur’ān. This a great wisdom established by All Mighty to awaking human kinds to reasoning.

Kamali attributes Qur’ānic wisdom in the following way: “Good judgment, insight, balance and avoidance of extremes, the ability to distinguish between truth and falsehood, and procedural accuracy are commonly associated with īkmaḥ (wisdom) and īkmaḥ as such becomes a dimension of evaluative thinking in its Qur’ānic idiom”.24

4 Establishing the Qur’ānic thinking taxonomy

Having explored the Qur’ānic thinking terminologies, and examined their meaning, it is crystal clear that these terminologies reflect different levels of meanings. A question that comes to mind is: in what way they are inter-related? The answer to this question could be put into a form of Qur’ānic thinking taxonomy. Below is the diagram of the cognition followed by discussion to illustrate and establish the relationships between these terminologies.

Figure 1 The Qur’ānic thinking taxonomy

The above diagram is the system in which Qur’ān has described the four processes which human intellect do reach the true knowledge. The diagram displayed little or no hierarchy in thinking process as a continuous process with uninterrupted chain. Due to the nature of human brain; these processes take place almost at interval less than a
second, which justify the occurrence of their action at relative time. The process is divided into four where every part is as important as others. The first part consists of four terms which TaNqqul, Taddabur, Fiqh, Tadhakur which represent trapping stage of Nilm (knowledge) before refining. The second part termed refining stage is Tabassur in order to create a picture which is the second phase of the process. The third is IntibEr practical application of knowledge. Lastly, YakEn is the reward and result for practical application and ikmah is the accumulation and further spread of the knowledge beyond expected result and new knowledge is generated. As we have discussed these thinking terminologies in the previous section, the thinking process begins from:

TaNqqul which is thinking tool based on deduction and observation. It is referred to in the QurEn as the standard of measuring and qualifying people whose thinking is apply. Thus, the imbeciles, ill mental and minors were excluded from retribution on their deeds during this period. The QurEn clearly states that its messages addresses those with complete sense which makes thinking possible. The observation here can be possibilities and hypothesis and asking the question ‘why’ at the beginning of the thinking process which opens way for other terms to perform their roles. Gwynne25 ascertained that all words and linguistic concepts are used according to rules (or microrules) are prerequisite for communication. Then it necessitate Taddabur (pounding) which is inquisitive thinking into universe, its contents and QurEn. Through these two steps occurring almost simultaneously Nilm true knowledge is reached through the combination of revelation, senses and reason. This action extends to Tadhakur frequent toasting of the idea on mind and Fiqh, i.e., deep understanding an effort to expand the Nilm either to innovate or create.

Second stage which comprises of TabaiIlur which is perceptual application leading to creation of shape or design in which the knowledge could be practically applied. The result of this practical application or where one develops a rationale for any action or deeds that leads one to the fourth stage which is YakEn with its grammatical expression is the highest level of the truth about Nilm (knowledge). In other words, is the reality or live show which brings about confidence about the form, and nature of particular knowledge at hand; finally, followed by wisdom that manifests as a result of long or short-runs of mind engaged; from the ikmah, i.e., wisdom transformation of Nilm into new dimension sets-in. In other words, a new system sets in either in an advanced level or new creativity may surface. An example is the discovery of transportation systems which advances through ages and stages from foot, animals such as horses, camels, etc., bicycle, bus, car, ship and aircraft as the highest, easiest and fastest.

The Human brain generates information uninterruptedly and in an irregular form; in the form Brownian Movement Theory26 has been described. Their uninterrupted manner is that after deduction and observation occur information are generate in various forms such as irregular or in an unarranged manner mixture of positive and negative ideas. Surely, a sort of knowledge has been acquire but needs more time to be processed or pass cognitive test. For proper arrangement comes in after cognitive and perceptional applications takes place followed by empirical or practical test. Deeper deliberation is engaged which will finally result in specific and akin to accurate knowledge.

No terminology can work in isolation or stages rather it works simultaneously. In other word, these actions take place almost at the same time. That is why, it will be inappropriate to separate between the terms as displayed above, thus, actions usually occur at the same time. This in contrast with bloom taxonomy that contended the hierarchy of thinking terms in stages. Additionally, this process is not static mostly a
particular process is designed by the circumstance that call for the thinking. Background knowledge plays an important role in all knowledge generation. Knowledge can be one acquires through pounding on All€h’s creatures through Qur€nic and Sunnat€c27 (covenant) insight. The process of integration and harmonisation between the universe and social life is classified in the form of 3 by 3 which is explained as follows: The relationship between the universe and social life demands the integration and harmonisation between revelation, science and reason which is intended to unify between sects that totally rely on revelation, science only, and reason only. Another complex unification is the harmonisation of these three, i.e., revelation, science and reason with the mind, heart and the soul these three systems extend the process of the first set in order to yield new stage of knowledge. Furthermore, an abstract action which does need to complement this process is the integration and harmonisation between intellect, emotion, and the spiritual aspect of thinking.

Furthermore, it can be in a natural form of knowledge which is known as divine knowledge such as Wah€yu (revelation), and Ilh€Em. The knowledge receive through Wah€yu is specifically for the prophets while Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) is the seal of the prophets, the door of Wah€yyu had been closed since the demised of the Prophet. However, the Ilh€Em are additional means which All€h does communicate with the prophets but extends the same benefit to the pious ones. Thus, one might acquire knowledge through dream or inspiration which is base on the integration and harmonisation between the mind, heart and the soul.

Therefore, neither the knowledge derived from revelation nor the knowledge from inspiration and dreams works in isolation rather they complement one another. Ultimately, the best is to unify these parts of thinking without discrimination of any part. Pertinently, there exists hierarchy between the sources of knowledge such as the NaDar and TaNqqul should start from the revelation either Qur€En or Sunnah then proceeds to science or reason as the case may be. The 3 by 3 formula that we mentioned above must present in sources and thinking process before a meaningful and beneficial solution, innovation or creativity and creative behaviour can be achieved.

5 Conclusions

Thinking is a boon to human life. The act of thinking has various shapes and dimensions. The Qur€En has used various terms for thinking such as tafakkur, tadhakkur, taddabbur, etc. Every term has its own precise connotation and application. These terms also refer in a very subtle manner to the principles of thinking. If understood and applied these terms practically, great positive impacts will appear in the life of the applicants. The principles that ensure safety of man from harms of thinking have been explained in the Qur‘an.

Thinking based on and guided by Qur‘onic perspective can bring about substantial development to the human intellectuality.
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Notes
Thinking’ terminologies from Quronic perspective

2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
5. Abī ‘Abdullāh Muhammad Ibn Umar Ibn al-‘asan Ibn al-‘usayn al-Taymī al-Rāzī, commonly known as Fakhr al-Dīn, was born at al-Rayy and lived between 544H/1150CE and 606H/1210CE. He was a famous scholar who received education from various scholars including his father. He specialised in tafsīr (exegesis), ‘ilm al-kalām (theology), philosophy, etc. He wrote quite a number of books. One of his famous works is his tafsīr which is commonly used by the Mu’tazilah; it is a rationalistic tafsīr of the Qurʾān.
8. Sayyid Qutb Ibrāhīm ×usayn al-Shāribī (1324-1385H/1906-1966CE), an Egyptian Islamic thinker, learned at early age and joined the teachers’ training college in Cairo. Later joined Dīr al-Ñulām and graduated 1933/1352H. Attached to the Ministry of Education and was sent to USA for further study and returned 1950/1370H. In 1950, he joined the Jamaʿah al- Ihwān al-Muslimūn ‘The Muslim Brotherhood’ which was later banned in 1966.
10. We can consider a tertiary institution student in the hostel takes no action to move about only to relax in the room but whenever it occurs to him that there is fixed class, i.e., knowledge comes in he/she will act on the knowledge by dressing up and going to the class.
11. Taqī al-Dīn Abī al-‘Abbās ‘Abd al-‘alām Ibn ‘Abd al-Salam Ibn ‘Abdillāh Abī al-Qāsim Ibn Taymiyyah al-Damishqī, a popular scholar of the mid 11th Century to early 12th Century (1263–1328). A great Islamic thinker, philosopher, theologian, and well verse in Islamic sciences. Born in ×īrān in Turkey moved away from war zone in ×īrān and seek refuge in Damascus with his family. Learned from his father, and other eminent Islamic scholars, well verse in science of Sunnah of the Prophet (p.b.u.h) which led him to be commemorated as Imām in knowledge and practices 720H […]
17. Ibid. p.3, see p.2 the meaning of fikr, tafkir and Tafakkur.
18. Ibid. p.2
19. Ibid. p. 3


27 Sunnatic is defined as the divine law governing the universe and the social life.